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Rocca Match for Rocca Card Blocks
for 2~4 players Ages 5and up
【 Includes 】
Normal cards of Red, Blue, Yellow,
ellow, White : 14 cards each
Rocca cards of Red, Blue, Yello
ellow,, White : one card each
(total 60 cards)

The name Rocca is derived from the Japanese word
ROKKAKU,, which means hexagon.
Using the Ro
Rocca
a Card
C rd Bl
Blocks
cks,, You can enjoy

【 Game 】
Turn over 2 cards and match the colors.
First to build up 9 cards is the winner

simple color matching gamegam
The Rocca Match
ch..
And you can make many magical geometric patterns !

【 Preparations 】
Each player choose a color ― red, blue, yellow or white ― and place a card
with your own color in front of you.
Mix all the rest cards on the table, and face up with wooden side. [[f ig.1]
g.1]

Please visit our website for more informations.
http://www.rocca-game.jp
Rocca is a registered
stered trade mark and all rights ar
are reserved.
a Spiele / 10 inc.
© 2010, Rocca
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【Start 】
Youngest
est player go first.
st. orr toss
oss a coin. Then play clockwise.
【Moves 】
Turn over 2 cards.
ca ds. You can take
ta e them if those 2 colors are same colors AND same as your color. If not match,
・Turn
turn them over again at the same places.
laces. (ex. If your color is red, you can take 2 reds but can’t
ca t take white, blue and yellow.)
ellow.)

Build won cards on your card.
・Build
If succeeded or not, next players turn.
・If
If someone deals a Rocca card, all players must turn around. [fig.2]
・If
The player can make a pair with the Rocca card and the other normal card as well.
【Optional Rules 】
If a player deal two Rocca cards, all players must turn around at his seat AN
AND
D change their hands.
・If
Hand all your cards to the next player on your left side. Now your color has been changed. [f
[ ig.3]
g.3]
【End 】
First build up 9 pairs of your color is the winner.
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